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ADMISSIBLE HEURISTIC SEARCH IN AND/OR GRAPHS 
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Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta, India 
Ahs&act. AND/OR graphs play a major role in heuristic problemsolving. Martelli and Montanari 
(1973) have developed an elegant algorithm, called HS, for heuristic search in AND/OR graphs, 
which they have used for converting decision tables to programs. It has so long been thought 
that HS yields minimal cost solution graphs only if the heuristic satisfies the so-ca.lled ‘consistency 
condition’. It is shown hep,: that the requirement that the heuristic be consistent can be relaxed 
to the one that the heuristic be merely admissible. This should encourage wicler use of HS in 
applications. 
‘F, 
1. Introdution 
In the problem reduction approach to problem solving, a formulation called an 
AND/OR graph is often used to depict the ways in which a compound (or root) 
problem can be resolved into its simpler components. Frequently, a cost structure 
is defined on the arcs of the AND/OR graph, and the objective is to obtain a 
minimal cost solution subgraph, which determines an optimal way to solve the root 
problem Nilsson [4]. Unfortunately, it is an NP-complete proposition to find the 
minimal cost solution graph (see Horowitz and Sahni [I, pp. 530-5321). To circum- 
vent this difficulty in situations of practical interest, heuristic estimates defined on 
the nodes of the AND/OR graph are employed to direct the search, thereby cutting 
down on the execution time. The heuristic estimates are normally required to satisfy 
a certain criterion called the admissibility condition (Nilsson [4, 51). 
Nilsson [4] presented an algorithm that yields minimal cost solutions for 
AND/OR trees with admissible heuristic estimates. Subsequently, Martelli and 
Montanari [Z] gave a topdown algorithm for AND/OR graphs, a slightly modified 
version of which, called algorithm HS, uds employed by them to convert decision 
tables to programs Martelli and Montanari [3]. HS is to be preferred to the simple 
topdown algorithm in applications, because HS examines fewer immediate pre- 
decessors of :! node in its upward recomputation phase, since it only looks at 
ancestors along ‘marked’ arcs. But while Martelli and Montanari [2] showed that 
the topdown algorithm outputted minimal cost solution graphs for all admissible 
estimates, HS appeared to them and to Nilsson [5] to do so only if the heuristic 
estimates were consistent, a far more stringent restriction than admissibility. It is 
the purpose of this paper to show that HS in fact outputs minimal cost solutions 
for all admissible estimates. We prove the result in two stages. In Section 2, we 
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probe into the properties of Algorithm A, which is essentially identical to Procedure 
AO” of Nilsson [5]. In Section 3 we loo!< at Algorithm B, which is the same as HS. 
2. Algorithm A 
An AND/OR graph G is a directed graph with a special node s called the start 
node, and a nonempty set of terminal Zeaf nodes t, tl, tl, . . . The start node s 
represents the given problem which is to be solved, while the terminal leaf nodes 
correspond to subproblems with known solution. The nonterminal nodes 
rn, 11, p, q, r, * - - of G are of three types: OR, AND, and nonterminal leaf. When tz 
is an OR node it can be solved in any one of a number of alternate ways, while if 
tz is an AND node then to solve n we need to solve every one of its immediate 
successor subproblems. If n is a nonterminal leaf node then it has no successors 
;jnd is itself unsolvable. In the AND/OR graph shown in Fig. 1, the start node s 
r1 
Fig. 1 
is an OR node. i.e. to solve s either nz or 11 will have to be solved, but it is not 
necessary to solve both. The node PI is an AND node, and to solve it both ri and 
r: must he solved. An AND node is distinguished from an OR node by drawing a 
iirx across the arcs connecting it to its succe>sor nodes, as shown in the figure. The 
node q is a nonterminal leaf, while tI and i7 are terminal leaves. Throughout this 
pq_-r WC restrict ourselves, like rs/lartcIli a,,d Montanari [2], to AND/OR graphs 
that arc loopfrce. ix. not having (directed) paths that begin and end at the same 
rude. We hcwever allow the graphs to be infinite m the following sense. Each node 
in the graph has finite degree, but the graph can have infinitely many nodes, i.e. 
thcrc can be idirected) paths of infinite length. 
Let G be an AND/OR graph with start node s, and let rn be any node in G. A 
dw’c~r~ ~~rnplt D with root m is a finite subgraph of G with the following properties: 
ii f ii? i\ in n. 
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(ii) if n is an OR node in G and n is in D, then exactly one of the immediate 
successors of n in G is in .D, 
(iii) if n is an AND node in G and n is in D, then all the immediate successors 
of fz in G are in D, 
(iv) every maximal (directed) path in D ends in a terminal leaf node. 
By a solution graph is meant a solution graph with root s. Fig. 2 shows two 
solution graphs of the AND/OR graph of Fig. 1. 
s 
n 
\ 
r3 
12 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 2 
Since the AND/OR graph G can have a large number of nodes, it is not supplied 
explicitiy to the search algorithm. We refer to G as the implicit graph. The algorithm 
works with an explicit graph, whi(:h initially consists of the start node s. The start 
node is then expanded, i.e. the immediate successors of s are added to the explicit 
graph. At any moment the explicit graph has a number of tip nodes, which are 
nodes with no successors in the explicit graph, and the search algorithm chooses 
one of these tip nodes for expansion. In this manner more and more nodes and 
arcs get added to the explicit graph, until finally it has one or more solution graphs 
as subgraphs. One of these solution graphs is then outputted by the search algorithm. 
Detailed expositions with examples can be found in Nilsson [3,5]. 
The notion of a potential solution graph (p.s.g.) of an explicit graph is very similar 
to the notion of a solution graph of an implicit AND/OR graph. 1Let G’ be an 
explicit graph with start node s, and let m be any node in G’. A p.s.g. D’ with root 
m is a finite subgraph of G’ with the following properties: 
(i) HZ is in D’, 
(ii) if !I is an OR node in G’ and n is in Lp’, then exactly one of the immediate 
cucct’ssors of IZ in G’ is in r)‘, 
(iii) if n is an AND node in G’ and n is in D’, then all of its immediate successors 
in G’ are in D’, 
(iv) every maximal t directed) path in D’ ends in a tip node of G’. 
Ry a p.s.g. is meant 1 n.s.g. with root s. 
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We now bring in the idea of cost. Each arc (m, rz) in the AND/OR graph G has 
a finite nrc cosr c(m, n) 2 S > 0, where S is a given small positive real number. Each 
node II in G also has an associated nonnegative heuristic estimate t(n). A terminal 
leaf node always has a heuristic estimate of 0, while a nonterminal leaf node always 
has an infinite heuristic estimate. For convenience, we put G(s) = 0. This causes no 
loss in generality. 
We define a function h on the nodes of the implicit graph G as follows: 
ti) if rz is a leaf node, then h (II) = libz ) (so h (II ) is 0 for terminal leaves and 
infinite for nonterminal leaves), 
tik) if II is an OR node with immediate successors tz 1, /z3, . . . , nk in G, then 
1102) = min [c(fz, ~,~+h(n~)], 
I- I- k 
(iii I if H is an AND node with immediate successors cl 1, ~2, . . . , fzk in G, then 
ir I t1 I -= r 
I.7 k 
[c.(rr, n, 1 + 11 h, I]. 
Jn (iii I above we have used the sur~cost criterion: An alternative definition of 12 
uscs the rntr.v(w criterion, in which (iii) is replaced by (iii’), while (i) and (ii) remain 
unchanged: 
(iii’, If tz is an AND node with immediate successors n 1, ~1, . . . , tzh in G, then 
hltr 1 -= max [c(tz, 17,) -C-hh,)]. 
I I I, 
Jn this articlt3 we generally use the sumcost criterion, but all results hold for the 
maxcost criterion as well. 
What dots the value of hh ) tell us‘? If /I(~I is i&initc, then there car:,r\ot he a 
(rolution graph in G with root II. If 11 (rz ) is finite, then wc can think of li (H) as the 
*c‘o\t’ of that solution . giA{J,h with root tz which has lclwest cost. ‘I’hus the objective 
of a heuristic search algorithm would be to determine It(s), the cost of 9 minimal 
cost solution graph. 
J’araflefing the definition of II of the nodes of the implicit graph G, we kjetine a 
function f on the nodes of an explicit graph G’. J,et 11 be a node in G’. Then f(rr J 
is dzfincd just like h(n 1, with G and Ir replaced by G’ and .t’ throughout the 
&finition. If tt is a tip node of G’, then f(tr ) is made equal to /i(n). We can then 
1 icw ff rr I as the ‘cost’ of a minimal cost p.s.g. with root II in G’. The task of the 
~~:~rch afgorithm is to determine II (s-1 and the minimal cost solution graph. Initially, 
ih: cuplicit graph G’ consists solely of the start node S, and TICS ) = I;(s 1 = 0. Indeed, 
j;~r 1 for anv node tl in the AND/OR graph G can be thought of as a crude first 
;~pprc~ximation t  11 (t: I. The node tz must first appear in the explicit graph as a tip 
no& rif it etcr appears in the explicit graph at all), and at that time f(n ) = F& 1. 
A~ the explicit graph grows, f(tr ) becomes a finer and finer estimate of h (n ). At 
termination, we would like to have j(s) = h (s ), as otherwise the minimal cost solution 
craph will not he obtained. 
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Looking at Figs. 1 and 2, and assuming that all arc costs are unity, we find that 
h(s) = 3 using either of the cost criteria, and the solution graph of Fig. 2(a) i$ of 
minimal cost. On the other hand in Fig. 2(b), h(m) is 6 by the sumcost criterion 
and 3 by the maxcost criterion. Note that in the computation of h (m) by the sumcost 
criterion the cost of the arc (p, tl) is counted twice. 
We now present Algorithm A, the first of the two algorithms studied here, which 
is essentially identical to procedure AO” of Nilsson [S]. Algorithm A begins by 
expanding the start node s. At any iteration, when A expands an OR node nt it 
adds the immediate successors n 1, 122, . . . , nk of rz to the explicit graph and marks 
one of the arcs (n, ni). Similarly, when A expands an AND node II, it marks all 
the arcs (n, ni). Thus at each moment below each node tz of the explicit graph, 
there is a p.s.g. with root n haiing all its arcs marked. We call this the marked 
p.s.g. below n. By the marked p.s.g. is meant the marked p.s.g. below s. 
The algorithm also uses a function f* which is similar to, but not identical with, 
the function f defined earlier. 
Algorithm A 
Al [Initially the exph :it graph G’ consit ts solely of the start node s]. Set &(s) +- 
&s 1. If s is a terminal ieaf node, label s SOLVED. 
A2 Repeat the following steps until s is labelled SOLVED. Then exit with f&J 
as the solution cost. 
,421 Chcose any nor,leaf tip node N of the marked p.s.g. Expand n, generat- 
ing all of its immediate successors (if any). For each successor Iii of IZ 
not already present in G’, set f&j, j +- /Y(,li)e Label SOLVED any 
successors of II that are terminal leaves. 
AZ.2 Create a set S of nodes containing only 11. 
A2.3 Repeat the following steps until S is empty. 
A2.3.1 Remove from S a node m such that no descendant of m in 
G’ occurs in S. 
A2.3.2 (a) if m has no successors then set v to an infinitely large 
value. [This case can arise only if m = !q.]; 
lb) if m has OR successors m 1, m2, . . . , o?,I( then set 
c t- min [c(m, t7-2;) +f*(m;)]; 
l- i- k 
Mark that arc (nz, m,) for which the above minimum occurs. 
[Resolve ties arbitrarily but give preference to a SOLVED 
successor of ~2.1; if OI, is, SOLVED then label m SOLVED. 
(c) if m has AND successors m 1, m2, . . . , Ink then set 
4 * i [cfm. tTZ,)+fA(mi)]; 
1-l 
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A2.3.3 
A2.3.4 
Mark all the arcs (m, mi) for 16 i s k, and if every mi is 
labelled SOLVED then label m SOLVED. 
if fA( m ) # e then set !A( m ) f- e. 
if f*(m) changes in value at step A2.3.3 or m is labelled 
SOLVED, then add to S all immediate predecessors of m 
along marked arcs. [Ignore predecessors of m not connected 
to m by a marked arc.] 
In step A2.3.2(~) the sumcost criterion has been used. An alternative formulation 
is possible using maxcost. An example of the operation of A can be found in Nilsson 
[S-J (cf. pp. 107-108). 
Defini(ian 1. (i) Instatzr j refers to the time instant at which Algorithm A begins 
executing loop A2 for the jth time. So instant 1 is the time instant at which loop 
A2 is executed for the first time, i.e. the time instant at start. 
iii, Whenever A terminates, we use n to represent the last instant at which A 
rcachc(; step A2. (At instant LI, A finds s SOLVED and exits.) 
clii! Gj is the explicit graph at instant j. 
(iv) For each node n in Gj, H(M, j) ic the marked p.s.g. below n at instant j. 
When jr r~ a tip node, H(n, j) consists of the node rf only. 
IV) For each node 11 in Gj, f:\(n, j) is the value of f*(n) at instant j. 
rvi) Let u be a node in an explicit graph G’. By _f(n, G’) we mean the value of 
f!~t I in G’. If n is a node in C;;, then H(rz, j> is well defined and can be thought of 
as an explicit graph. Let us define 
’ Cost H(qj) =f(11, H(rz,j)) 
It follow\ that if H(H, jj is the minimal cost p.s.g. with root rz in G’ then 
Cost HI II, i! = [(II. G’), but not otherwise. 
Consider the implicit graph G shown in Fig. 3. For the instants 3, 4 and 5, the 
txplicit graphs have the forms shown in Fig. 4. Arc costs are shown against the 
arcs, and heuristic estimates of tip nodes are encircled. Marked arcs are crossed. 
It can be checked that (using stimcost): 
Cost H(s, 3) =[;,(s. -3) =f(s, G;) = 9, 
Cost HLS, 4, =j&, 4, =j&. G;) = 1 I, 
(‘ost WLS, 5) =[.&. 5, = 8, 
!‘r.v. GI; ) = 6. 
I\ clear distinction between p and f* should be made. For a given explicit graph, 
the / value at a node 11 gets defined without referenci: to any specific search 
+~rithm, and gives the cost of the minimal cost p.s.g. with rz as root. For the 
t:tme explicit graph, .i?,(r~ i gets computed by Algorithm A, and does not necessarily 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 3 
equal f?(rz ), as the above example shows. If the admissibility condition defined below 
is satisfied by the implicit graph, then f*(s) and fl(s) are equal at the termination 
of A. We L~ove this later, and this is an essential step in the derivation of our main 
result. 
Definition 2. Let G be an implicit AND/OR graph. A heuristic estimate function 
/; defined an the nodes of G is 
(a) cuimissihle if for each node 12 in G, 6(n ) s h (n ) (tins implies in particular 
that /&I ) can be infinite only if h (rz ) is infinite); 
(b) wnsistent if for each node I: in G with immediate successors II 1, 112, . . . , Q, 
(i) I;(n)-- min [cln, ni)+l;\ni)] 
I- I’ k 
whenever n is an OR node, 
(ii) [c(n, ni)+L(ni)] 
I- i- k 
whenever H is an AND node (using sumcost). 
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The consistency condition for AND nodes using maxcost is 
i(n )s max [C(n, ni)+fi(ni>]n 
l- I- k 
The consistency condition is called the monotone restriction in Nilsson [S]. Note 
that cons:stency implies admissibility. 
We now study the properties of Algorithm A, Let us say that A terminates 
successfulfy if the start node s is labelled SOLVED after finitely many instants. 
Lemma 1. If the heuristic 6 is admissible, then at any instant j, for each node n 
irt GI 
f*(n,j)4!(n). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 of [2]. We do an induction on the 
instant j, and for each instant j on the partial ordering of the nodes in Gi. When 
j = 1, s is the only node in Gi and fA(s, 1) = 0 < h(s). Now fix instant j, and let the 
nodes of GI be topologically sorted in the order s = II 1, Q, . . . , n,. Since n, has no 
successors at instant j, 
by the admissibility of Suppose YIZ = rtl for some I < r. If !?I is a tip node then 
j,(r,r, j, - hc m i as above. Otherwise, let the immediate successors of 111 be 
tzz ;. 1712, . * * , mr(. Then ??I, is II,, for some i’, 1 <i’ -C r, so we may assume the lemma 
holds for rn, at all instants j’ y-- j. Thus 
Thcrc arc two cases: 
4 i I rn is ~UZ OR Itode. By the definition of It 
Rut by Algorithm A 
\vhcrc ,i’ - i is the last instant at which f?i\(n~) has been updated. 
1 ii I ITI IS m NW mxk This time, assuming sumcost, 
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Lemma 2. At any instant j, for each node n in Gi, 
Cost H(n, j) =fA(n, j). 
Proof. By induction similar to that in Lemma 1. 0 
Lemma 2 does not require the heuristic to be admissible. Note that in both the 
lemmas fA(n, j), and consequently h (n ) and Cost H (n, j), can be infinite. 
Lemma 3. If the implicit graph G has a solution graph, and if the heuristic 6 is 
admissible, then Algorithm A terminates successfully. 
Proof. Since G has a solution graph, h(s) is finite. By Lemmas 1 and 2, at any 
instant j, 
cost H(S, j) s h(s). 
So the marked p.s.g. H(s, j) cannot have any nonterminal leaf nodes. Each node 
in G has finite degree, and each arc in G has a cost s 6 > 0, so there are only finitely 
many p.s.g.‘s which can ever become marked p.s.g.‘s. At each instant j a nonleaf 
tip node of the marked p.s.g. H(s, j) is expanded, so no p.s.g. can be a marked 
p.s.g. at two different instants. Thus if A fails to terminate then after finitely many 
instants there is no marked p.s.g., which is impossible. Cl 
Theorem 1. If the implicit graph G has a solution graph, and if the heuristic 6 is 
admissible, then 
Cost H(s, a) = h(s). 
Proof. By Lemma 3, A terminates. Since H(s, a) is :L sdiution graph, Cost Hk, a 1.2 
It (s). But by Lemmas 1 and 2, Cost H (s, a) s ,‘I is 1. Cl 
Thus A yields a minimal cost solution graph when the heuristic is zdmissibie, 
not merely when the heuristic is consistent (cf. [.5, p. 1061). But for admissible 
heuristics, b<vhile the marked p.s.g. at termination is a minimal cost solution graph 
the marked ps.g. at an instant prior to termination is not necessarily a minimal 
cost p.s.g. Figs. 3 and 4 furnish an example. At instant 5, the marked ps.g. has a 
cost of 8, while the minimal cost p.s.g. has a cost of 6. When the heuristic is not 
merely admissible, but also consistent, then the marked p.s.g. at every instant is 
also a minimal cost p.s.g. (Martelli and Montanari [2]~ For the sake of completeness 
we include the proof of this result here. 
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Lemma 4. Let tl be any raode in arr eqdicit graph G’. Then if the heuristic is consistent, 
60~ ) -+I. G’,. 
Proof. Topologically sort the nodes in G’ and do an induction. q 
Lemma 5. If the heuristic is consisterzt, then for any two instants j, and j, where 
jl c j2, and for any node n in Gj, 
f?crr, Gi, ) - f(n, GJ, 1. 
Proof. It is enough to consider the case jz = jl + 1. The lemma holds trivially when 
in = 1 because $6) -= 0. Let D’ be the minimal cost p.s.g. with root n in Gi,. If 
PI’ is a p.s.g. with root /z in G j,, then since r(rt ,Gi, ) is the cost of a minimal cost 
p s.g. in Gl,, the lemma clearly holds. Otherwise, there must be ,q p.s.g. D” with 
root II in GJ,, such that every node and arc in D” is also present in D’. Then by 
Lemma 4 
~incc some of the tip nodes in D” are no ionger tip nodes in D’. Z 
Theorem 2. If the herrridc is comistmt, at each imtarrt j, ,for each node 11 it1 G I. 
Proof. The theorem clearly holds when j = 1. Moreover, the theorem always holds 
if tz is a tip node in G:. If the theorem fails for the first time at instant j, it must 
fail at an OK node tr for the first tirnz at that instant. We can assume that for every 
\ucccssor ~1 of tz at every instant j’ r i, H(rzz, j’) is a minimal cost p.s.g. with root 
t?r in (71. but H(rt,j) is not a minimal cnst p.s.g. with root R in GI. Let ~1’ be the 
immediate successor of rl in H(rr, j), and let j’ <j be the last instant prior to j at 
which the computation of step A2.3.2 was made at tl. (If j’ =j, then the theorem 
cannot fail at n at instant j. 1 Then Cost H(n, i’) = f?(~, Gl* ) by our assumption that 
/ is the firs; instant at which the theorem fails at rl. Again, Cost H($,j) =f(rl’. j) = 
Cost ti ( II ‘, j’ 1 = _ hz’, j’), as otherwise the computation of step A2.3.2 would ha1.e 
hccn done at 12 after instant j’. Ry Lemma S, for every other immediate successor 
PII of 21. r’i 1?1. G: 1 ‘fjlm, G: I. Hence by the definition of .{ 
?W, c;; 1 = ?irr, G;, I = Cost H(t7, j’, = Cost Huz. j, 
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Algorithm 8. Same as Algorithm A, except that 
(i) A is to b e replaced by B throughout the statement of the algorithm; 
(ii) step A2.3.3 is to be changed to step B2.3.3 as given below 
B2.3.3 If {n(m) <e then set &&z) t e. 
Algorithm B is the same as Algorithm HS of Martelli and Montanari [3]. For 
consistent heuristics A and B behave identically. When the heuristic is admissible 
but not necessarily consistent, &(m) can occasionally decrease, but fB(nz> is nonde- 
creasing. Since nodes get added to the set S less often in B than in A, we would 
expect B to take less time than A to execute. The question that arises is whether 
the marked p.s.g. at termination of B is 2, solution graph of minimal cost. 
The proof of Lemma 1 goes through for Algorithm B, but Lemma 2 now fails 
to hold, because f&r) is not updated when fs(m) > e at step B2.3.3. It is easy to 
construct examples to show that in general there can be an instant j at which for 
some node n in the explicit graph Cl7 f&z, j) > Cost H(rz, j). However, a weaker 
version of Lemma 2 holds. 
Definition 3. Whenever B terminates, instant b represents the last instant at which 
B reaches step B2. (At instant 6, B finds s SOLVED and exits.) 
Lemma 6. At any irrstant j, for each /lode n in GJ, 
Cost H(rz, j) zGfB(n, j). 
Proof. By induction similar to that in Lemma I. a 
Lemma 7. If the implicit graph has a solution graph, and if the heuristic 6 is 
admissible, then B terminates successfully. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3. Use Lemma 6 instead of Lemma 2. cl 
Lemma 8. If B terminates, arid if the heuristic fi is admissible, then 
in HO, h) 
for any node II 
cost H(n, h 1 =j&, 17 ). 
Proof. By Lemma 1, /&, b) e- lz (II ). Since H(s, h) is a solution graph, and n is in 
His, b), we have Cost H(n, h)&(n) &(,I, /I). Now use Lemma 6. El 
Theorem 3. If the implicit graph G has a solution graph, and if the heuristic 6 is 
admissible, therz 
Cost H(s, b J = h (s j. 
Proof. Similar to the procf of Theorem 1. Use Lemma 8. ~7 
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The top-down algorithm of Martelli and Montanari [2] also gives minimal cost 
solution graphs for all admissible heuristics. But in the upward recomputation 
phase, it looks at all predecessors of a node, while A looks only at predecessors 
along marked arcs. For AND/OR trees the two algorithms would not differ, since 
a node has exactly one immediate predecessor. But for AND/OR graphs, it is 
better to use A, since in general not all predecessors of a node will lie along marked 
arcs. B is even better than A, since B makes fewer upward computations than A, 
and therefore takes less time. Oddly enough, however, there exist AND/OR graphs 
for which B can expand more nodes than A. For example, for the graph of Fig. 5, 
a possible sequence of node expansions for A (using sumcost) is 
1 q&o 
1 “q2 8 
3 
t s 
11 t2 
Fig. 5 
l,Vhcrc;;is for B a possible sequence is 
Al! <the results of this article hold with sumcost replaced by maxcost. Fig. 6 shows 
;tn AND/OR graph for which, using maxcost, B can expand more nodes than A. 
I%r A, a possible sequence of node expansions is 
s t1 m q r 
while for B a possible sequence is 
This article has shown that the most satisfactory algorithm currently known for 
heuristic search in AND/OR graphs, viz. B, gives minimal cost solution graphs for 
aI1 admissible heuristics, and not only for consistent heuristics, as previously thought. 
The performance of B when the heuristic is inadmissibie appears to merit investiga- 
tion. Can any general conclusions be drawn about the nature of the marked p.s.g. 
at termination of B in such a case? 
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